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It takes only a Matchstick: Fieldwork in a Closed Community


The first mate was leaning on the radar equipment, obviously bored. We were standing on the bridge, both on duty – he steering the oil tanker, me watching for oncoming vessels. “You know, it only takes a match”, he said. After a moment he continued, “It only takes a matchstick to blow this tanker up. To blow us all up.” The first mate told me that an oil tanker is a pretty safe place when it is loaded with cargo. The problem arises when the tanks are empty and a particular mixture of air and gas fumes develops. Then, anyone walking around with a lit match can explode the whole tanker. “Whoa”, I said, “better keep your crewmates in a good mood then.” 

This article looks at fieldwork in a closed community from the viewpoint of research ethics. A special emphasis is placed on the situations in fieldwork that are inclined to cause metaphorical explosions among the crew. Quarrels, heated arguments, verbal explosion etc. are not uncommon in the “shipworld” because the closed communities are prone to creating tension among their members due to the lack of privacy and opportunity to leave the vessel. “Shipworld” is the term I have coined to designate life at sea in the shipping industry, including both ship communities (the organizational level) and sailors (individual, lifeworld level).  Ethics as moral decisions cover the whole research process from choosing the research topic to influencing the results. Kuula 2006:11. While the researcher always brings her own set of values to the social or cultural phenomenon she is studying, the disputes that arise when conducting ethnography in closed communities inevitably test these values more clearly than other types of fieldwork. Regarding ethics and researcher’s values see Stockzkowski 2008:345-356.

This article is based on fieldwork I carried out on oil tankers as a seafarer and later as a company researcher. To read further on the matter, see Karjalainen 2007. Due to my seaman’s profession I have been able to conduct fieldwork in such a closed community as an oil tanker, which would have otherwise been very difficult, or most likely impossible. During the first period of the fieldwork I worked on board a ship as an ordinary seaman and carried out participant observation along with my professional seaman’s duties. I use ‘participant observation’ because it is a well-established term in the literature (see e.g., Spradley 1980). It is not fully satisfactory for the purposes of this article, however, because in my first fieldwork period as a seaman, my primary role on board was as a worker and the fieldwork was subordinate to that obligation. The second fieldwork period was carried out in significantly different conditions. During this period I worked on board as a researcher employed by the shipping company. My purpose was to study the relationships between the company and its ships, the atmosphere on the ships, and the crew members’ attitudes to their work and life at sea. These two quite different positions in the field had a great impact on my research and the data I was able to gather during the fieldwork. This in mind, my purpose is to look at the different ways a researcher’s status in the field may affect her work in explosive circumstances and how a closed community brings a whole new set of challenges in carrying out fieldwork that may conclude in writing a successful ethnography. I start this expedition in to explosive situations in fieldwork by describing closed communities and their challenges in conducting ethnography. After this, I discuss the challenges of doing fieldwork as a worker in a closed community. Then I illustrate the case with two personal experiences, and finally I scrutinize these from the perspective of research ethics. 

What is a closed community? Perhaps the most notable feature of a closed community is the inability of a member to leave it when she or he wishes to do so. By far the majority of workplaces are such that an employee may leave the work site after the daily work hours are met. One of the few exceptions is the cargo ship, where all activities take place in the same locale, or in areas nearby. This means that when the employee works, eats, or watches television, there are always the same people sharing these activities with her or him. If one does not wish to spend time with these people, the only option is solitude. Therefore the notion of keeping one’s crewmates in a good mood in order to avoid an explosion is adequate: in a closed community a small quarrel may easily enlarge and blow out of proportion. 

Although ships are massive, there is no extra space, for it all has a designated use. As a ship is allegedly a place of work, there is little space set aside for free time and recreation. The seafarer who is off-duty can spend time in her or his own cabin, in the crew’s dayroom, or in the tiny library. The landlubbers’ idea of the happy-go-lucky sailor does not apply to the contemporary seaman. Today, there are not many chances for workers to go onto dry land because oil terminals are typically located far from cities and the constant watches and short cargo-handling times do not allow for long leaves. Laine et al. 1992:2. The forced isolation affects the social environment of the shipworld. As a chief engineer expresses in his own words: “Always when people are stuck together on a 24-hour basis for five or six weeks, it doesn’t take much before somebody explodes.” HYUL00/7:c10. This observation reveals both a ships’ social and workplace aspects. This is quite natural, because in a closed community it is impossible to separate these two spheres. Because a shipworld is physically separated by the sea, the independence of the community and the interdependence of its inhabitants are emphasized. Under these circumstances it is vital to keep explosions under control. As a young mate, understanding, remarks: “A seaman needs to have really good nerves. It’s the most important work tool here, you have to adapt to different situations. You have to work with others, even if you dislike them. It’s not their fault if you hate them. You have to get along.” HYUL99/43:y6. The ability to get along with one’s crewmates is considered to be vital for survival in a ship’s community, yet most seafarers report the same kind of experiences as the chief engineer above: when workers are stuck together for weeks, every now and then someone is bound to explode.

Control over workers is reflected in how easy it is to get in and out of the physical workplace of the organization. Webb and Weick 1983:220. These barriers are not an end in themselves on board, but are rather a side-effect and subordinate to the ship’s functions. Although the barriers are not designed to keep seafarers on board against their will, they nonetheless do so. The group member is an instrument employed by an institution – in this case the shipping company - in pursuance of its goal: the transporting of goods to make a profit. 

It was noted already in the 1960s that in modern societies the differences between one’s work and one’s personal life are profound, and call for different types of character, attitudes and action. Aubert 1965:238. The inability to choose one’s companions causes stress to seafarers. However, this is not the most dramatic social consequence of a closed community: because of the limited space and opportunities available, one cannot avoid being monitored by one’s fellow crew members. According to Erving Goffman, ‘total institutions’ are settings in which almost all aspects of life are conducted at the same location and under a single authority. Goffman 1961:4-6. In this sense, cargo ships share the same characteristics with the army, prison, mental institutions and monasteries. While there are several types of total institutions, it is important to keep in mind that for seafarers being a member of a total institution is not meant as a punishment; still, the well-being of the sailor is not the primary concern. For more discussion and a critical point of view on this topic, see Gerstenberger and Welke 2004:17-19; Gerstenberger 1996:174; and a classic from 1960s, Aubert and Arner 1965. 

These characteristics of the shipworld play a vital role when an ethnographer sets out to do research in the field. The advantageous part is, of course, that the prospective informants are all assembled right in one place and are not about to leave without notice. There are also several ways to get to know the community members because, as was said, there is no escape and the possible places to spend one’s time are very limited. Although the inability of the future interviewee to physically leave the area is not the only upside of closed communities as fieldwork sites, they are not easy places to carry out fieldwork:  tension in social situations and relations is more likely to develop in closed communities where there are less opportunities to let the air out.

Conducting fieldwork as a worker in a closed community

What are the most important characteristics of a good worker? Are they the same for a good fieldworker? The characteristics of the latter, if listed, could be as follows: curious and active, talented in gaining access to places, not afraid to ask difficult questions, inclined to take notes, and willing to write a lengthy and detailed field journal. Virtually the same list could be used for screening out prospective workers that the shipping company probably would not want to have on board to spoil the routine. Doing good fieldwork does not necessarily mean that one is a good worker (and vice versa). Rather, work on board and fieldwork are mostly contradictory. A good deckhand does not ask questions, goes where he is told to and dutifully carries out the assigned tasks. One is physically tough, and can take three wake-ups a day at any hour of the day, whenever the ship operations need it. The nature of a deckhand’s work does not allow for taking notes while on duty, because the work often includes standing on the windy deck ensuring that things are in order or standing on the dark bridge watching out for other ships. There would be reprimands from superiors if they were to find a deckhand writing in a journal on shift. Deckhand is a name for an ordinary seaman and an able-bodied seaman.  

The literature on fieldwork in closed communities is still quite limited, but there is some. According to Allison Spedding, who did fieldwork in prison, the main difference in conducting fieldwork in a closed community as a group member is that you can never leave your role. In usual fieldwork settings one is an outsider to the community one studies and therefore there is certain flexibility in the role. One has more leverage to shift roles and to participate in various social groups and categories. This is not possible for a ‘native’ to the community. Spedding 1999:16-17. Although Spedding spent time in prison involuntarily, and my experience is based on my own decision to do research on the shipworld, and then gain access to ships, there are certainly similarities in our fieldwork. Just like Spedding, when I was aboard a ship working as a seaman and conducting fieldwork, people always treated me like a seaman and never like a fieldworker. For a more detailed discussion, see Karjalainen 2002:290-311. Due to my position as a deckhand and not as someone of higher rank or a full-time researcher, I did not have access to the places or events that were not essential for a deckhand – the officers’ dayroom, meetings held by officers, and conversations over dinner in their mess. I was only given the information it was thought a deckhand needed – which was not much. While being an ordinary seaman denied me access to certain situations and information, it would have been the same with other posts as well. The captain, for e HYUL96/2.xample, would quite likely not have been able to gather the same information regarding the social relations in the crew’s mess as I was. With respect to concerns of access to the field, Kirsten Hastrup and Peter Hervik state that the researcher must be physically present in the field (1994:3). This view is not quite shared by Vered Amit, however, for she  argues that the ethnographic ‘field’ has always been as much about absence as presence, and therefore a range of methods are needed – interviews, artifacts  and so on – in order to discover processes not instantly or appropriately accessible in the course of participant observation (2000:12). In this case I was physically there, however my admittance was denied to more than a few areas and social situations on board.

The fundamental issue in closed communities is the power relation between the fieldworker and the community. Because daily activities such as work, living and leisure time are conducted under a single authority, the ethnographer is subject to the same systems of surveillance and control experienced by the community at large. Hence everything one does and says is common knowledge and also interpreted in order to shed light on the ultimate question: Is the researcher the monitor of others, or just another poor soul who is also subject to the surveillance of the invisible eye? It has been noted that power is multiple, automatic and anonymous: although surveillance rests on individuals, it functions like a network of relations. Foucault 1984:192. Because of the constrained space and the limited activities, it is inevitable that crew members know what their shipmates are doing.  

The surveillance is woven into the physical and social structure of the ship by organizational design that hardly allows any free space for privacy. This creates anxiety in the lives of the crew members, which is notable in the following statement by a repairman on a large oil tanker describing his life on board: “You’re watched over all the time. It doesn’t matter whether you’re on duty or not. You can’t go anywhere in peace and quiet. […] Somebody’s watching you behind your back, checking where you’re going and where you’re coming from.” HYUL99/32:p5. In these kinds of circumstances fieldwork may prove to be quite complicated. What does the surveillance do to a fieldworker in a closed community? According to Spedding, in ‘normal’ fieldwork it is possible to adopt a persona that is well-suited to the community. This is feasible because one may always leave the field in order to be able to be ‘oneself’, to express oneself as one likes. Spedding 1999:17. This is impossible in prison, and so it is in the shipworld. Therefore, when fieldwork in a closed community strips away the fieldworker’s ‘screen personality’ or a public persona and one is subject to the same surveillance and inability to leave, one may be as likely to lose control and explode as other members of the closed community. This may turn out to be harmful for the fieldwork, as I have discussed elsewhere. See Karjalainen 2007:27-49. 

The ship is a closed community and has a strict hierarchy; therefore it does not have room for free actors. Everyone on board has a specific position and is responsible for performing the duties related to them. These duties are fundamental to the ship’s operations. During the research period as a deckhand this strict hierarchy helped me in many ways to achieve my fieldwork goal. As soon as I walked up the gangway I was an essential part of the ship’s functions. Although some crew members disapproved of women working aboard, especially on deck, no one questioned my right to be there. I was needed as any other crew member and other people’s lives depended on me. Therefore I was automatically an insider. As a researcher employed by the shipping company, the question of who was monitoring whom proved to be even more relevant. There was certainly some uncertainty regarding the topic of my research and my status on board. 

I will now illustrate the case with two short examples from my fieldwork on a ship. These incidents will demonstrate several aspects of research ethics that are involved in conducting ethnography. The first is when I was working as a deckhand on board, when my captain groped me as I tried to pass him in a hallway. My initial response was to turn around and punch him in the face, but I was lucky not to do so: hitting one’s captain would have been a huge mistake and could have caused me a lot of trouble, and perhaps even penalties. Rising against one’s master – especially physically – has deep roots in seafaring and therefore also a long history of sanctioning. On the other hand, this was a clear case of sexual harassment, and my immediate reaction was to respond against it. Sexual harassment can be defined as a physical, visual or sexual act inflicted upon one individual by another. It emphasises the former’s sexual identity over her or his identity as a person, and causes embarrassment, fear, hurt, discomfort, or degradation: it weakens a person’s power and confidence. Robinson 2005:21. 

On another occasion, when I was working on board as a corporate researcher, a chief engineer whom I had interviewed earlier the same day tried to force me into his cabin in the middle of the night. He was thoroughly drunk and very angry about something. A whole group of us, maybe five or so crew members and myself, was returning from a night out in a Baltic seaport. We had already said good-night to each other and I thought I was finally alone when the chief engineer grabbed me and started to haul me towards his cabin. He told me that now he wanted to let me know what he really thought, that now it was time to talk. He did not take no for an answer.  I was not at all enthusiastic about the idea of going to his cabin in the middle of the night alone in his condition, and especially since he had already grabbed me and tried to force me to go with him. What to do? I could always start to scream and create a disturbance in the hope that someone might hear me. Doing that would of course jeopardize my fieldwork, for the chief engineer was influential man and would hold a grudge against me for the alarm and public humiliation. I did a quick risk analysis and decided to go with the tide. It turned out alright: the chief engineer seated me in a couch and started to rant about the shipping company and all what was wrong with it. After listening to this eruption for a half an hour, most of his anger was vented and I was able to tell him politely that it was time for me to leave. He did not argue, and there was even a positive outcome to the whole episode: the next morning I interviewed him again and this time he gave me frank opinions and reasoning that I was able to record and use later in the research.

What kind of ethical principles and guidelines could have steered my decision-making in these situations? Let us scrutinize these two incidents from the viewpoint of research ethics. What is common to both confrontations is that the power relations and the hierarchy on board played a strong part in the situation. Moreover, in both cases there was the fear of sexual harassment or even abuse, which in a closed community with a strict hierarchy is an especially complicated problem to tackle. Also, in both cases I was part of the shipping company and in this sense was working there, although my positions in the field as a deckhand and later as a company researcher were quite different. Of course there is no way to test this view, but I believe that the captain would not have groped a company researcher sent by headquarters. On the other hand, I doubt if the chief engineer of other oil tanker would have forced a deckhand to his cabin at four a.m., because as a deckhand I was working shifts, I was needed in the ship’s operations and a deckhand’s need for sleep was acknowledged. 

This in mind, let us scrutinize the list of the five spheres of ethics of John Johnson and David Altheide. These are as follows: (1) personal ethics, this may include other spheres as well, (2) research ethics, (3) intellectual ethics, subsuming such questions as how to select research themes, (4) professional ethics, and (5) corporate ethics, such as legal obligations. Johnson and Altheide 2002:61. If we look at the incidents described above, it is clear that personal ethics were involved from the very beginning on both occasions. In fact, personal ethics are the most difficult to shake off of these five, for they are most intertwined with our identity and self-understanding. Personal ethics is the only sphere we do not have to actively employ, while the others are activated by a certain role or position. Following this, the moment the captain grabbed me, or the chief engineer tried to haul me to his cabin, I was very much personally involved in the situation. The first ethical question revolved around the thought: what do I allow to be done to me? My physical autonomy had been invaded and the personal ethics involved resulted in a clear outcome: rejection. Had this been done by a stranger in a bar, I would have raised hell. From the viewpoint of research ethics, however, there were different problems to tackle. Could the visit to the cabin of a drunken informant be interpreted as an endeavor to exploit someone’s drunken state in order to fish out some piece of information? In corporate research this matter could be even more severe than in a more relaxed research setting where the source of income of the informant is usually not at stake. Regarding the first example of the captain making a pass at me, I believe that ethically sound research does not involve punching an informant. On the other hand, raising an alarm in either case would have put the whole project at risk on other oil tankers as well, for the word would have spread fast. In both cases, needless to say, I would no longer have been welcome on any of the shipping company’s vessels, and in the first case my career as a seaman could have ended right there. Good-bye to my shipworld research, then. 

The third sphere, intellectual ethics, is not as clearly incorporated with the example stories because in both cases I was already in the field doing research and the research themes were established by then. Yet the incidents were part of the experiences I obtained during fieldwork and they did influence the later research. They steered my focus even more to the question of gender on ships, although there would have been plenty of examples to steer my vision in that direction without someone actually groping me. It also finalized writing the general report on sexual harassment culture in the shipping company, although I most probably would have written it anyway, based on informants’ stories of this particular shipping company. Professional ethics is an interesting sphere in this particular research setting, for there are two sets involved: the professional ethics of a seaman and of a researcher. As a seaman my professional ethics forbade me from raising a hand against the ship’s master, and the researcher’s professional ethics would state the same, although from a different viewpoint and reasoning. As for the second occasion, professional seaman ethics would not say much about going to someone’s cabin if invited. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the professional ethics of a researcher the visit to an informant’s cabin in the wee hours of the morning could be problematic. What kind of risks does one want to take, both professionally and personally? 

Corporate ethics, such as legal obligations, form the fifth sphere of ethics according to Johnson and Altheide. The shipping company belonged to a big corporation which certainly had its rules on sexual harassment. I probably should have reported both of my personal experiences on sexual harassment to headquarters, but had I done so, I could have lost my research project. Being brisk and easygoing are considered to be essential assets at sea, and had I reported these incidents I would have proved to be the opposite and people would have treated me much more remotely, or would have refused to cooperate with me at all. 

It has already been established by these examples that maintaining the spheres as separate areas may in practice be impossible.  Personal ethics tend to spread over research ethics, intellectual ethics and professional ethics, for in ethical dilemmas it is very difficult to set aside one’s own personal set of values and ethical principles. In reality it seems very difficult to separate research ethics, intellectual ethics and professional ethics as well, for being a researcher is first and foremost about doing research. Corporate ethics is probably the easiest one to distinguish: it usually comes in written form and is not necessarily as internalized as personal ethics that one has had the whole lifetime to develop, or the ethics on research and being researcher, which one has usually had several years to digest and develop. Therefore, I argue, corporate ethics is easiest to scrutinize critically and objectively in the actual research situation. 

This paper has looked at explosive situations in fieldwork from the perspective of research ethics that were by and large formulated on the spot: in both example accounts the ethically challenging incident came as a surprise and the ethical guidebooks I had read did not help much. In situational ethics acts are judged in their context and not by categorical principles. It involves ethical decisions and judgments that, instead of commonly accepted principles or guidelines, are based on one’s personal morals at a particular time and place. Whiteford and Trotter 2008:7.  This view has been criticized for allowing all kinds of ad hoc ethics and for allowing room for ‘the end justifies the means’ type of moral reasoning. While the commonly accepted ethical guidelines can never give clear instructions for every ethical dilemma one may encounter in the field, and the ethically challenging situations often arise without notice and demand immediate response, it is vital to keep searching to create ethically sound principles for research. 
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